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Introduction:
I started this document about apps that my school were using or experimenting with. Mainly aimed at
Primary ( but not only). Since then it has grown to incorporate apps, shortcuts and all sorts of useful
stuff (hopefully).
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ADMINISTRATION
APP

$

Pages

$9.99

PrintCentral

AU
$11.99

Blackboard
Presenter

AU
$1.19

Dragon Dictation

free

Dropbox

free

Evernote

Rating

WiFi
no

Very cut down version of Pages. Ok if you need to do docs on an ipad but
otherwise a waste

4/5

Set up to print from any printer. download drivers to computer to print to
any attached printer.

no

Can write on like a chalk board. Can be linked to data projector for
drawing, presenting etc. Could be used with students for drawing
activities. Probably fairly limited.
Voice recognition software. Talk for notes then email them to yourself.
Very handy for note taking.

3/5

yes

Access files from mac ; win; iphone or ipad. 2G of storage. read files form
any computer. Very handy. Can read all file types on an ipad. MUST
HAVE

5/5

free

yes

A web clipper, note taker, voice note taker, information gathering software
that you can sync across commuters(win &mac); ipad, iphone. MUST
HAVE

4/5

Doceri Remote

AU$50

yes both
on
same

Link laptop to ipad for inactive smartboard program. Can mirror and
control laptop from ipad. Can draw, add to programs. Good for going
around class for interactive lessons.

4/5

Bento

AU
$4.99

Organiser, data, contacts, to do’s , lists etc

Keynote

AU$12.99

Basic version of Keynote on computer. Slide, presentation program. Will
read and edit Powerpoint as well

5/5

Goodreader

AU
$5.99

Pdf reader- can read any format, can make notes on files, manages files

5/5

SugarSync

free

Access files from macs, ipads, iphones,win etc Another program like
Dropbox with 5G of online storage.

4/5

ShowMe

free

Review. A whiteboard type program. Can record steps taken.

3/5

Remote

free

TeacherPal

free

uTeach

No

Controls itunes (on your computer) or apple TV . Can be used on iphone
as well.
No

Great app for keeping class roll. Can add notes and grades

3/5

free

A teacher management tool. Can take class roll; check timetables. Can
be linked into SAS for medical records etc

for
secondary

Air Video

$2.99

Might seem like a strange one to add here - but if you have a mixed
windows/ mac network there may be times you want to stream video from
a win machine that the kids haven’t converted. This app will do it.

Daily Notes

$4.99

Want a calendar that gives you notes, Note taking, with a search option
and calendar. To do list - an excellent organizational app.

Droplist

$2.99

Need to make a checklist or to do list with tic boxes. This is your app.
Simple, but also syncs with dropbox.
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5/5

APP

$

Rating

WiFi

FileBrowser

$4.99

yes

A way of connecting to shared files on your mac or server. Very useful for
direct sharing.

Notes use to be

free

no

Excellent note taking program. Can use annotative tools on pdf’s. Can do
voice recording of meetings as well as write. Save to dropbox, google
docs or email .

Springpad

free

yes

Cloud based web , notes etc . A bit like SugarSync but does things a little
differently

Google

free

yes

Cloud based; gives you voice search; “goggles” - which is a way of
photographing a landmark, label, art piece and gives you listing. Also
gives you access to google docs, translator, search, calendar You tube

Edmodo

free

yes

App for ipad & iphone. Homework/ assignment /facebook type app for
connecting teachers and students. Totally secure. Can give assignments
as well as give and receive feedback.

Appstart

free

The first app you ever need to load. It gives a break down on the first
apps anyone ever needs to load.

School A to Z

free

Put out by Dept of Ed, More for parents regarding terminology &
definitions, a couple of games, but a handy reference for teachers as
well.

Keynote Remote

free

Educreations

free

iTunes U

free

TeacherCast

free

Box

free

wifi

Storage - up to 10G at the moment. Will construct Word,Excell,
Powerpoint docs - a bit slow. Will link to Dropbox etc

Atomic Learning

free

wifi

For learning courses. Mini course is all softs of software- Word, Comic
Life, Scootle, Edmodo. Just like the web version. If you have a password
(many organizations have a license for their teachers).

Scoop It

free

Wifi

“Scoop” web sites to create your own list of sites. Check the full computer one as
well. Very handy.

Notebook
(Smart)

$7.49

PaperPort

wi hi
or
Bluet
ooth

4/5

5/5

Good for linking your keynotes on your ipad - using your iphone as a
remote. Great for presentations through a projector. Can link via bluetooth
so can be used when wi fi not available.

An IWB type app. You can record lessons for children to follow at their
pace. Large teacher community of lessons. Great for maths work.
WiFi

Primary/
secondary
all

The TeacherCast app includes our great App Reviews, Podcasts, Blogs,
and Screencasts as well as links to our Twitter, Facebook, and Daily
Newspaper.

Turn your ipad into a Smartboard. Same program as computer (not as full blown).
Will run Notebook files one on computer.
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LANGUAGE
APP

$

Grade

PuppetPals HD

free
but
$1.19
for
added
bits

Puppet show where you can create your own movement,
voices, storyline. Can also include own photos for
characters

Hanuman’s
Quest

free

Indian made story of Hanuman. Simple story that can be
read to reader. Some inaccuracies with language

Spelling Made
Simple

AU
$1.19

There is a lite version for free.

“Read Me”
stories

Some
free
others
$1

Sentence
Builder

WiFi

Great for any
grade to get
story line
happening.
Has worked
well with
special needs
kids.

great series of readers. 2 Libraries downloaded (Tuffy the
horse 5 books) (Snafoo’s Library 23 books). Beautifully illustrated.
Could be a good class set.

Stage 1

AU
$3.99

To build simple sentences. Special attention to connectors.
Building simple sentences using missing words and pictorial help

Stage 1

Story Builder

AU
$3.99

Can record own voice narrative. Build up narrative using words,
pictures and voice. Can email recorded stories.

Stage 1
& up.
Also
Special
needs

Shake a Phrase

AU
$2.49

Spellboard

AU
$5.99

Can load Dolch lists. Can have lots of lists, make your own.
Can type and write them. Can record own voice. Really
good for slower students or Infants

Slower at
any age
or Infants

Verb Power

free for
light
$2.49 for
full

More like a dictionary of verbs. Free for first few thousand - then
pay. Can’t really see the point.

Older,
dictionar
y fans

Memory matching game. Good to improve memory skills

Any age

Memo Cards
Model Me Going
Places

Free

The Cat In the Hat

$4.99

(Reader) Dr

The Fisherman
(TabTale)

$3.99

(Reader) Can

Wild Fables

Free but
$1.19 for
added
bits

(Reader) 5

Kidztory 9

$1.99

(Reader)

$1.19

Match 3 letter spelling, picture and letters, can also 4 letter words

Goldlocks & 3 Bears

Little Speller

Originally designed for autism. Social studies that may be useful
for a range of children
Seuss. First few pages free.

hide words or show as story is read or read self. Story
with a moral
tales - more can be loaded. Traditional - no reader - must
read self but very interactive.
Readers voice is a child (could encourage kids),
interactive ; Whole series of readers.

(3letter words)
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4/5

2/5

(readers) A

yes

Rating

Yr 2 up

APP

$

Grade

Rating

Winnie the Pooh

$0.99

Story with puzzles (jigsaw) , interactive, record own voice,

Kinder

5/5

$0.99

Word matching of 4 letter words (card & text). American voice.
Can add own list with voice and photos

Kinder,
stage 1

$0.99

Dolch words - sight list; good for emerging readers.

Red Shoes
(story chimes)

free

(Reader) Read

along tale ,or voice on (coloured text as words are
read), lovely illustrations

Stage 1

Sleeping Beauty
(story chimes)

free

(Reader)

Read along tale ,or voice on (coloured text as words are
read), lovely illustrations

Stage 1

Noah’s Ark

$2.49

(Reader) Part

of Interactive children’s bible. Interactive, beautifully
illustrated, read to or self,

4/5

Lesson of in giving you receive.Beautifully illustrated,
interactive, self read or be read to.

4/5

WiFi

puzzle book

Little Reader
(4 letter words)

Word Bingo
Animal Games

(TabTale)

Shoemaker

(Reader)

(TabTale)

Mulan

$0.99

(Reader) Retelling

Jack & the
Beanstalk

$4.99

(Reader) Australian

Abel

$2.49

(Reader) African

tale. African voice and art work, Read along, also
has a list and information on each of the animals

Would be
great for
African
ESL
students

free

(Reader) African

Could be
used with
any stage

$3.99

(Reader) African

voice. Interactive (but simple) , beautifully

illustrated.

Jungle Mumble African
series

Untying the
Knot

of Mulan story. Can be read with or without voice.
Nice illustrations but no interactions. Probably for middle primary
to follow and listen to.

tale. African voice and art work, Read along, also
has a list and information on each of the animals

Jungle Mumble African
series

Helix the
African Snail

tale. African voice and art work, Read along, also
has a list and information on each of the animals

Jungle Mumble African
series

Naughty Eagle
Chicks

(Reader) African

tale. African voice and art work, Read along, also
has a list and information on each of the animals

Jungle Mumble African
series

The Mis
Matched Egg
that Hatched

(Reader) African

tale. African voice and art work, Read along, also
has a list and information on each of the animals

Jungle Mumble African
series
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Stage 1
and up

APP
A King goes
missing

$

Grade

WiFi

$2.49

(Reader) African

The Tale of
Peter Rabbit

free

(Reader)

Kids Memo

free
but
$0.99
for
extras

Memory training.

Any age

Face Time with
Mag

$0.99

(Reader) Fantasy

story where you take a photo of yourself to be a
character in the book. It links into the ipad camera.Can read self
or be read to. Kids would love it.

Any age

AutismXpress
Pro

$1.99

Game for children to identify feelings and emotions

any age

Animalia

$4.49

Graeme Base’s well loved book in digital form. Story as well as
interactive puzzle. Australian voice.

any age

FlashGram

$0.99

Fairly simple quiz of parts of speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives,
pronouns). Can turn any part off you don’t want. 100 grammar
questions

Infants to
Primary

Rating

tale. African voice and art work, Read along, also
has a list and information on each of the animals

Jungle Mumble African
series

Smile Your In The
Story

Traditional tale read ; like an old fashion pop out book

What was I Scared
of ?

Dr Seuss

Teach Me 1st Grade

Fun way of learning 1st grade , subtraction, addition, spelling
sight words

4/5

ABCs and Me

free

Goldybear and the
3 Locks Story Chimes

$0.99

A spin on the classic "Goldilocks" fairy tale. It's the story of a little
bear named Goldybear. She lives in a very small cave with a very
large family and the only thing she wishes for is some peace &
quiet.

Montessori
Crosswords

$2.99

300 word-image-audio-phonics combinations appropriate for ages
3/4 to 8 to help kids develop their reading, writing and spelling
skills using the proven Montessori learning method

Epic Citadel

free

no

Very graphic tour of game world. Very visual - good starting point
for creative writing

Rikki Tikki Tavi

free

no

Booktrack - has a soundtrack with the book that keeps pace with
your reading.

for 10yr
& up

KidsWrite

$0.99

no

An app that has the major text types, gives structure, examples
and outline. More for teacher use but helpful for IWB use

for 9yr &
up

Spelling Notebook
Free

free

Can make up own lists. Will speak each of the words, searchable
dictionary, quiz etc.
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For 3yr
olds to 8
yr olds

5/5

5/5

APP
School Writing

$
$5.49

Grade

WiFi
NSW fonts, School Writing allows the teacher to prepare lessons using
written instructions, unique images and audio instructions, to which the
student can respond using written and audio recordings. This 'open
scaffold' enables the lessons to be words, number or symbols and
extends the use of School Writing far beyond early education.

Jungle Book
(Disney)

$3.99

(reader)

Read to self or be read to. Coloring pages alone the way,
sing along etc.

Writer’s Studio

$4.49

Write ebooks on the ipad. Can add a lot of effects, covers, sound.
Can export as movie, pdf, youtube.
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Primary

Rating

MATHEMATICS
APP

$

Grade

WiFi

Fractions

AU
$1.19

(Interactive, explainations,adding <,> ) tutorial then 3 test areas
(with 3 levels) -identity, equality, arithmetic

Stage 2/
3

Telling Time

AU
$2.49

Looks at half/ full hrs, 10 or 15 min sections, time problems. More
in a test / quiz format.

late
stage1
and up

Kids Maths
Matrix

AU
$3.99

Easy Numbers

free -

Early tracing and oral number learning. Would be great for preschool or a child that didn’t know or couldn’t write their numbers.

Early
Kinder

Math; Ace Kids

free $2.49
for full

Game for sub,add,counting and advanced

Kinder to
Yr 2

Math Ninja HD

free$1.99

Interesting game format but probably better for older students.

Some levels
for K - but up
to Yr6

Blackboard

free

works like a chalkboard. Can be attached to a projector, 5 colours,
shapes that could be used for maths

Piggy Maths

$1.99

Basic subtraction and addition game. Useful but a little
monotonous

Stage 1

Addition
(LadyBug)

$1.99

Ladybugs with addition dots on back. Need to “paint’ the answers
on the back of bugs. Could be a little difficult for some. Addition
only.

Stage 1

Math Party

$0.99

Can play against each other. One at either end of ipad. Generally
simple number pattens in ball game format.

Stage 1

Dot T Dot

free $1.99
for full

Counting in order. Simple counting pattern up to 10. Good intro to
child having problems with simple number sequence. Get harder
with full version

Kinder
up

TeachMe:
Kindergarten

$0.99

A combination of Maths (addition,subtraction) spelling and Dolch
sight words

Kinder to
Yr 2

Jungle Maths

$1.99

Addition & subtraction games

Mathboard

$4.99

Good for teaching addition, subtraction, multiplication, division.
Customizable.

Mathboard
Addition

free

Addition only version of Mathboard

Kinder to
Yr 6

Maths Minus

$2.99

Addition /minus game

Infants/
Primary

Math Regrouping

free /
$1.99

Revision of regrouping with adding and subtraction. Good revision
for Primary

Primary

Tap Times Tables

$2.99

Same group who make “Maths Minus”. Can be simple up to more
complex

Math Games HD

$2.49
for full
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Rating

4/5

3/5

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE/ HSIE/
APP

$

Rating

WiFi

National
Geographic
“World Atlas”

AU
$2.49

History: Maps of
the World

free

Great for upper Primary; secondary. Can get European history maps;
African; Oceania; USA. Fabulous for modern history students

Science House

free

More a teachers resource but could be used with kids. Series of videos (30)
showing all sorts of experiments. Can also get from web site.

Google Earth

Free

World Wiki

free

Quick access to info on 250 countries, capitals, gov, pop, flag

Stick Pick

$3.99

Based on Blooms- can set quizzes, higher order thinking tasks, all as
individual tasks. For older children

The Gita

free

Story of the Bhagvada Gita. Good intro to what the story is about for older
students. Good for upper primary or secondary for religious studies.

Kapyong

free

A study guide for the documentary Kapyong (Korean 1953 war battle from
different perspectives). Excellent for secondary students.

National
Geographic
“Kids”

$1.99
per
issue

Digital magazine of their paper copy. Same content. Good for middle to
upper primary kids. But need to buy monthly editions at $1.99 per issue.

G’day

free

The British
Monarchy

$0.99

Images; listing; dynasty; history of all British monarchs

Art Gallery of
NSW: The First
Emperor

free

More an app for seeing the exhibition with opening hours etc. But a great
resource for any study of the life of Qin Shihuang and info on the terracotta
warriors.

Nat Geo Today

free

People HD Brief
History of People

free

A good list of people - a range from inventors, political, musicians etc. A lot
of American. Gives a brief history, a timeline and well known quotes from
the person. Hardy for brief Upper Primary Research

Biography A Journey

$5.99

A 100 biographies of famous people. Great research for Upper Primary/
Secondary.

With History’s Most Influential
People

Yes

yes

yes

yes

An excellent atlas.

The same google earth app as for computers

4/5

5/5

The citizenship quiz. 20 questions selected out of 100 at random- just like
the real test. Linking websites. Good for Stage 3 or 4 citizenship or gov
studies

Fantastic general knowledge app from National Geographic. Combines
highlights of video, reports, photos. Great for older Primary/Secondary.
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5/5

LOTE
APP

$

WiFi

Free Indonesian

free

Indonesian Word
of the Day

free

Yes

Indonesian word of the day; native speaker;

Japanese
(codefromtokyo)

$9.99

No

Contains 159,000 entries & 12,000 kanji; create your own lists;
doesn’t require wifi, can practice writing kanji

French Audio
Flashcards

$14.9
9

4,400 French words; native speaker; includes flashcards and
exercises

French Gender

free

A fun way of learning French Gender patterns

ispeak Italian

$1.99

A translation program from English to Italian; Italian to English

Learn Italian
Vocab

free

Wordpower - learn a word a day

Kamus Digital

$2.99

Indonesian /English dictionary

great free introduction; word banks; flash cards
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Secondary

CREATIVE ARTS
APP

$

Rating

WiFi

World Painting

$1.19
per
artist

Info and paintings of great painters. Need to download each artist - but
extensive

Comic’s Creator

AU
$2.49

Create your own comic book. Can be exported as PDF. Insert your own
photos. 10 templates to choose from. Would be great for visual, social
story.

(Preston InfoTech)

CartoonStudio

free $1.19
for
extras

yes
to
send

Another cartoon story maker. Can use preset figures, characters; your
own photo’s or buy extra ones. Suitable for teachers use - could be a bit
risque for student use (connects to websites that are not suitable)

Brushes

$8.49

no

Excellent painting , drawing program

How to Draw

free

no

More a teaching aid to show children how to draw using graph
outline. Good for more able Stage 2/3 children. Could be used as
whole class smartboard lessons.

50 Best Photos

$5.99

Great for visual arts of any age but very useful for visual literacy. Shows
famous photos and info on photographer and info on shot

5/5

Heritage
(fotopedia)

free

Photo done with UNESCO ; Fantastic photo journey of incredible sites.
Great for secondary - Art ; history; geography

5/5

Origami V

free

Japanese origami, instructions, screenshots, probably more for older
children or teachers resource

Kid Art for iPad

$0.99

Draw, stamp. save. 3 themes. 20 backgrounds, 10 easy to use colours
For little ones -Stage 1

The Works of
Vincent Van Gogh

$4.49

History of , life of, beautiful presentations of major works. Bit like an art
gallery.

Rembrandt

$0.99

50 famous art works. HD paintings

Vermeer HD

$0.99

Garage Band

$5.49

Music program the same as on computer only cut down. Can transfer
music from ipad to computer for working on later.

iMovie

$5.49

iMovie for the ipad. Not as full but useful

Extras4imovie

$0.99

Zen Brush

$2.99

PowerCam HD

free

Can be used with ipad camera to give zooming in and zooming out. Also
has 7 sharing options

Cleartune

$4.49

An app that can be used as a guitar or instrument tuner. Works accurately
and is cheaper than $50 Sanyo or banded tuners.

artCircles

free

Discover classic and current artwork. Simply spin 2 wheels to peruse art
collections around colour, words or featured curators.

National Geographic

No

yes

4 categories, Early years, The Milkmaid, Mid Years, Late years. Info,
paintings wikipedia articles. Great resource for a serious study

Adds titles, texts, credits plus finds lots of backgrounds, clip art
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5/5

APP
The Life Of Art

$
free.

Rating

WiFi
Discover how objects end up in a musuem - from the J Paul Getty
Museum. Feel like an appraiser - examine clues about 4 pieces from the
museum.
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SCIENCE
APP

$

Wifi

Melbourne
Museum “Please
Touch”

free

Exhibition from Melbourne Museum. Shake, tilt,touch exhibitions through 10
different science and social themes. Has jigsaws and information on the
exhibits.

Science House
Video Science

free

List of little videos on science topics - would be good for older stage
3 students. Shows science experiments

Animals

$2.99

Game format for little ones to learn animal facts. Won top 10 kids app in
April

Apollo Moon
Landings (Vook)

$4.99

Info on first moon landing; major missions & facts; Apollos’s heroes; key
spacecraft; images ; video

Great Migrations
HD: National

free

Companion to the TV series, introduces 6 of the animal migrations featured.
Zebra, Wildebeest, Red Crab, Monarch Butterfly, White-Eared Kob, Mail
Elephant. Great info with video.

Any stage
but better
with Stage
2/3

Geographic

pre-school
to Yr 2

World’s
Deadliest Insects

$0.99

No

List of insects, photos, information, well illustrated.

Stage 3 and
above

World’s
Deadliest Birds

$0.99

No

Same series as above. Good reference. No internet required

Stage 3 and
above

HSW HD

free

Yes How stuff works. Access articles, videos , discovery channel.

Stage 3
and above
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ASIAN STUDIES
Kapyong

This Kapyong study guide is a companion to Arcimedia’s
documentary film Kapyong, which captures the Korean War battle at

Korea; History;
Secondary
free

Kapyong from several perspectives.

Asia! feasts
Peranakan

Intro to Peranakan culture (Chinese immigrants of the Malay and Indonesian
archipelago). Features recipes and food guide

free
Malaysia;
Indonesia

Asia

Tourism videos of Asia’s most beautiful cities, overviews of Malaysia, China
& India

free
SE Asia

Asia Wisdom
Collection

Collection of works and sayings of confucian, zen, buddhism, tao - reference
material

$0.99
China

Amazing Thailand

A guide book type app on Thailand. Tourism authority provides info on
events, festivals, shopping , facts

free
Thailand; Stage
3/4

Mulan

Picture book of Mulan story. Beautiful illustrations. Would be good for a
support to Mulan film study

China; film study;
story for Stage 1
up

Take the entire Bhagavad Gita with you wherever you go! Easily

India; secondary;
Religious studies;
reference

The Gita
Gita

narrow down to specific chapters and verses, or read the text coverto-cover. This light-weight app includes an offline copy of the
Bhagavad Gita and features a powerful text search engine and
bookmarking system, giving you instant access wherever you need it.

Bhagavad Gita
(Snakrit & English)

This application aims to provide a quick pocket reference and

History: Maps of
Asia

Maps that show old asia, it’s boarders, kingdoms etc

$5.49
Secondary;
geography

7 days in Japan

Collection of surreal media images of japan shot in 7 days. Visual artist Sam
Hui uses images to remind us what defines Japan.

free
Japan
Secondary;
Visual Arts

Jigsaw Geo Asia

Puzzle game to learn geography of Asia, can use shapes, flags or names

$0.99

Asia Treasures
Shwedagon Pagoda

One of the holiest Buddhist sites in Asia - in Rangoon Burma. Photos, maps,
info

$0.99
Burma; Religious
studies

HD culture of Asia

Encyclopedic digital studio of a range of topics - 3 volumes; taking in ethnic
groups; languages ,art, technology, economy etc. A great resource
5 stars

$0.99
Secondary,
reference

memorization-aid for the verses of the Bhagavad Gita.
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India; secondary;
Religious studies;
reference

Myanmar - Burma
HD

Info on various parts of Burma, ten chapters, wikipedia links, photos

$1.99
Burma
secondary,
reference

Discover India

Travel , photo type book selling India. Very high quality

$5.49
India Secondary;
geography

The Fall of the
Moghul Empire of
Hindustan

More a text book. Extensive information and chapters on the Moghul empire.
Reference material for secondary

$1.99
India
secondary,
History

Nations: Where are
the Muslims ?

Reference for 3rd most widely spread religion. Info on which countries, how
many and what denomination they belong to.

$0.99
Secondary
religious studies

China City Town HD

Lists and information on the China Towns in most major cities (includes the
Melbourne one). Handy for anyone doing Chinese influence or excursion to
Sydney China Town

$0.99
China;
immigration

Taj Mahal

A bit of a tourist guide but has good facts and a good slide show

free
India

Koya

Indian story, art, interactive. Combines it all. Fantastic, gets kids to take
photos, do things within the story. Great for art, mythology

$5.49
India, Art,
Primary/
Secondary

TIPS FOR USE
* CLOSING APPS Often you can have many (if not all ) your apps open. If you wish to close some
do the following:
- Press the start button twice: this will bring up a line of open apps at the bottom of the screen.
- Hold one app down until the minus sign appears and they start to jiggle.
- Tap the minus sign on each of the apps you wish to close. Note this will not delete them like it will on
the normal desktop. It will only close them.
* MAKING FOLDERS You can make folders of apps ( on your desktop) or documents (in Pages) in
the same way.
- Hold the app down until it jiggles.
- Keep your finger on the app (or doc) and slide it over on top of another app that you want to include
in that folder. Let go and it will be in the same folder.
- It will give the opportunity to rename the folder.
- Then hit the home button to set the folder ( and stop the jiggle).
* MAKE SUNDAY THE FIRST DAY OF THE WEEK IN YOUR CALENDAR By default Monday is the
first day of the week in your calendar. If you would like to have Sunday as the first day of the week go to “Settings” - “General” - “International” - Then change the “Region Format” from Australia to
either New Zealand or USA. This will default your calendar to start on Sunday. Just be aware that
the app store will show NZ or US dollars (so change it back to make purchases).
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* TAKE A SCREEN SHOT
If you want to take a screen shot of your desktop or any open app - simply press the home button at
the same time on the on/off button. It will fade and make a camera click. The screen shot will be
saved in your photo folder.
TRANSFER FILES FROM IPAD TO UN-SYNCED COMPUTER
When you plug an ipad into a computer that it hasn’t been synced to - you will be asked to sync it to
this computer. Select No. Your ipad will appear in the left column of itunes. Select the apps tab. Scroll
down to the bottom list of apps. These are the ones that you can transfer.

OTHER STUFF THAT’S JUST HANDY

AirPrint
Activator
v2.2b2
(free)
iBook

Author

Printing
from the
ipad
(to ANY
printer)

Run AirPrint Activator on your Mac to share local and network attached printers to an iPhone, iPad
or iPod Touch running iOS 4.2 or newer. AirPrint Activator listen to all local network printer
advertisements and make them available via AirPrint. If it is shared and visible by your Mac it will
be advertised.

Book
maker

Need to use a mac to use iBook Author - but you can made books for the ipad. A
fantastic program that you can use to make your own interactive text books or course
material. Embed video, mult. choice questions, pictures, oral etc. They then can be
pushed out to all your ipads through itunes.

Mirroring
the ipad

You can mirror the ipad on your laptop (therefore wirelessly mirror ipad on a IWB) or
projector. Very handy for cordless mirroring. Doesn’t give full screen view. Will also work
with iphone.

Control
Windows
remotely

Access a windows machine; edit MS word files, play flash, access outlook contacts,
control PC. Great for controlling a PC remotely on your ipad or iphone.

(free)

Reflection
($15)

Remote
Desktop
($7.49)

Storage

Everyone wants to share files etc to and from an ipad. I generally find I want to work in a variety
of places but want access to the files on my ipad. Some of these will save files from an ipad ,
depending on the app. But most will upload photos, videos from the ipad but only download
Pages and Word documents to the ipad. DropBox seems to be the most commonly linked share.
A number of apps will save to it through WebDAV
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Splashtop
2

Streaming
and
controlling
computer
remotely

For streaming anything from your computer (mac or win). Need to install Splashtop Streamer
(free) on your computers. Need to use a gmail account. Will mirror and control your computer.
Very simple & very fast.

Working on
MS Office
files on the
ipad

If all you need is access to traditional, full-blown Microsoft Office -- as opposed to the file
compatibility provided by Quickoffice Pro HD and its rivals—then a new app called CloudOn (free)
gives you just that capability. The applications themselves run on the CloudOn servers, and
although they look a little harsh when compared to the smooth characters and buttons on a native
iOS app, they can’t be beaten for rock-solid compatibility. You need to have a Dropbox account for
file storage, but this is all the better in our opinion as it means your synchronized documents will
immediately appear on your regular computer so you can continue working on them when you get
back to the office.

Costs $100
but handy for
displaying
ipads,
Laptops etc

Handy for streaming ipads to a board (smartboard/ whiteboard ). Can wirelessly stream ipad
(handy for a class batch - they can all take turns of displaying their work). Everything needs to be
on the same network (although an add hoc network can be created). Can take turns of displaying
laptop & ipad. Will also work with PC if you install “Parrot Air”.

AirServer

cost about
$3 per
computer

Can mirror ipads on the computer or through a data projector. Can mirror a number of ipads on
the screen at the one time. Fast. Install on computer (attached to data projector or smartboard).
Can be Win or Mac.

MS Office

free

You can get a web based version of MN Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote) through your
Skydrive. It is not the SkyDrive app (which only shows your files). You need to open it in a web
browser (you can make a shortcut to your desktop). It will then show all yours files (as well as
email, calendar etc) and you can edit them within the browser. Not as smooth or fast as Pages (or
Google apps for that matter) but for anyone who really needs Office works ok

Video
Slimmer

$!

($1.99 0n
special usually
$9.99)

CloudOn
(free)

Apple TV
($100)

1.99 Need to reduce the file size of a video to move it from the ipad. Video Slimmer will reduce file size
with a number of presets (from 80% - down or custom size). Will take video from camera roll. After
converted you can wi-fi transfer (very handy -especially for people using win machines; open in
(could use Edmodo). Is also handy for transferring video off the iPad

Transferring Files:
Goodreader

Can transfer files both ways. Can do by iTunes. Can
also do by wifi. Sees your computer as a server will save files anywhere you want on your computer.

Video Slimmer

Good for transferring (as well as reducing) video
files from the ipad. (check above category)
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Edmodo

Great for transferring a variety of file types on the ipad.
Make your own class. Install the app. Have the students
log in and select “open in” for any file they want to
transfer. Open in Edmodo - it will save to their backpack.
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